You said...
Offer support to a vulnerable elderly female in the Sudbury area who had been experiencing anti-social targeted behaviour for over three years.

We did...
Carried out welfare visits to the female, introduced her to the Local Area Co-ordinators and liaised with local authority housing. We also installed covert cameras in order to build the evidence and reassure her. At the end of the investigation we were able to resolve the females insecurities around the ASB and ensure she would not become a repeat victim from this nuisance.

Responding to issues in your community
Welcome to the updated version of our monthly newsletter. Following feedback on the previous document, it was agreed that a change was needed. The general feeling was that our crime data was confusing and contained insufficient detail to be of use. As an organisation, we are moving away from counting of individual crimes and are instead monitoring exceptions to annual trends. This includes both increases and reductions in crime types and ensures that our response to crime trend is measured and proportionate rather than a 'knee-jerk' reaction. The newsletter will contain information on current crime trends within the locality and provide updates on the work being done to tackle them. If required more detailed information on figures is available from the website www.police.uk - Insp Danny Cooper

Making the community safer
On two separate occasions we have seen vulnerable children walk out of schools displaying worrying signs of aggression, anxiety and depression. On both of these occasions, the young people have been located by the SNT and through engagement and liaison with partner agencies have ensured all processes are now in place to prevent the risk from escalating. This has not only provided the right level of support for those young people, but also enhances the understanding of the schools.

Preventing, reducing and solving crime and ASB
Local SNT officers are now pro-actively patrolling dedicated areas which are subject to repeat Anti-Social Behaviour during the evening hours. A recent success of this was in response to a community concern in Bures. Through targeted patrol, and working with Essex and British Transport Police we have been able to remove an opportunity where a large scale ASB problem was expected. We are still working on a series of burglary (business premises) in the Wadingfield & Lavenham areas, as well as working with local businesses to educate them following a recent spate of business vehicle break-ins across the Sudbury SNT area.

This SNT covers the following parishes
ACTON, ALPHETON, ASSINGTON, BIDSTON, BIDSTON, BOXEND, BRENT ELEIGH, BRETTENHAM, BURES ST MARY, CHELSWORTH, CHETON, COCKFIELD, EWISSETON, GLAMSFORD, GREAT CORNARD, GROTON, GT WADINGFIELD, HARTST, HITCHAM, KETTLBRSTON, LAVENHAM, LAWSHALL, LEAVENHEATH, LINSDEY, LITTLE CORNARD, LITTLE WALINGFORD, LONG MELFORD, MILDEN, MONK ELEIGH, NEWTON, PRESTON ST MARY, SHIMPLING, SOMERSTON, STANSTEAD, SUDBURY, THORPE MORIEUX, WATTSHEAM.

Future events
02/09/17 - Sudbury Market Stall
03/09/17 - Bildeston Music and Beer Festival
13/09/17 - Care Wishes engagement with partners
13/09/2017 - Lindsay Parish Council Meeting
20/09/2017 - Meet the PCC and local Inspector - All Saints Parish Church, sudbury CO10 2BL. 7pm start, tea and coffee served from 6.40pm
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